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Vincenzo Agnetti, Milan, Italy, 1926 – 1981
Vincenzo Agnetti, a historic figure in the Italian neo-avant-garde of the Sixties and Seventies,
began his artistic career in the halls of the Accademia di Brera and the Piccolo Teatro in Milan.
Here he came into contact with the Informalist painters of the Fifties and later moved into the
circle surrounding the magazine Azimuth, which led him to gradually abandon painting, rejecting the act itself. A period spent in South America in the early Sixties proved pivotal: writing,
which played an ever greater role in the artist’s life, became for him the distillation of art, seen
as a global action where subjectivity, knowledge and production form a whole through which
the artist achieves fulfilment. “[L]iquidationism or No-Art, the refusal to paint..., it was travel,
grunt work, the new grasp on things necessary for true freedom...” In this period he wrote the
novel Obsoleto: the reclamation of what is unused and becomes invisible is at the heart of his
investigation of meaning, language and time. In 1971, at Galleria Blu in Milan, he exhibited his
Feltri (1968 – 1970) and Bacheliti / Assiomi (1968 – 1974), slabs of inscribed bakelite treated
with water- or nitro-based paint, whose diagrams and phrases present axiomatic propositions
and paradoxes characterized by coolness and conceptual precision.
Dati due istanti-lavoro vi sarà sempre una durata-lavoro contenente gli istanti dati – Given Two
Work-Instants There Will Always Be a Work-Duration Containing these Given Instants is the epigraph/caption one reads next to a black bakelite square: one of Agnetti’s Assiome, an oxymoronic composition that studies the act of art-making itself, stripped of any visual form and frozen
into an icy conceptualism. The perfect geometry of the black icon is marred at two opposite
corners by a loss of material: corners that have been abraded, rounded, chipped or eaten away.
The missing part seems almost intended to undermine its Suprematist perfection and present a
contemporary act, which is necessarily an act of deconstruction: an unavoidable operation that
in Agnetti’s work is filled with Absence.
All we can do is ponder the words that seem almost to create a palindromic verse, built around
the ambivalent nature of time and work.
Vincenzo Agnetti’s brief public career began with his first solo show at Palazzo Diamanti in 1967
(Principia), followed a decade later by the exhibition Mental Installation at the Israel Museum
in Jerusalem, and in 1978 by a volume of poetry, Macchiavelli 30: “poetry cannot be illustrated,
just as art cannot be described”. His last exhibition was at Bruna Soletti in 1981. Many different
institutions are now working to bring fresh attention to Agnetti through studies and exhibitions
like those at the Centro di Arte Contemporanea in Foligno in 2012 and Galleria Il Ponte in Florence in 2015.

Elisabetta Benassi (b. 1966 in Rome) lives and works in Rome
Elisabetta Benassi’s work is inspired by history, whether recent or more distant. Bringing together different images and objects in relation to the events she explores, the artist overcomes
chronological restrictions and arrives at a new retelling of them, juxtaposing different stories and
constantly bringing the past into the present.
Make War Together, Make Peace Together (2013) is a wool carpet reproducing the Zimmermann
Telegram, a coded message sent by the German government in January 1917 that instructed
its embassy in Mexico to propose an alliance against the United States. This cable, intercepted
and deciphered by British intelligence, allowed the US to undertake a “diplomatic” counterattack
on Mexico and declare war on Germany and its allies. As in previous works, Benassi deals here
with the concept of the simulacrum, transforming a visual code (the coded telegram, a sequence
of seemingly meaningless numbers) into a monumental object. Shifting its meaning into the
contemporary world, where information travels instantaneously, the artist invites us to reflect
and home in on a possible rereading and reconstruction of memory. The message it contains,
in its specificity, is both a pretext and a key object of monumentalization. The rug becomes a
bridge between a long, elaborate process of craftsmanship and the automated mass production
of industrial manufacturing, a paradigm of how information is processed and memory passed on.
The work Untitled (The Innocent Abroad) (2011) is another chapter in the artist’s exploration of
the past: through language and description, images unfold. The work, which refers to a previous
piece on blindness from 2010, consists in an old Olivetti table with two working microfiche readers on it. Under the table are two electronic control units that the artist has modified to allow the
images to run by themselves on the display screens, most of them from archival photographs.
Every part of the work is an object that belongs to the world of labour and industrial processes:
the table is an original Olivetti desk and the microfiche readers were tools originally used by
employees from the same firm to read and view motor components.
Elisabetta Benassi has presented solo shows in various Italian and international institutions,
most recently at MAXXI, Rome (2014), CRAC Alsace, Altkirch (2013), Fondazione Merz, Turin
(2013), and FIAC - Grand Palais, Paris (2011). The many group shows in which she has participated include: Nero su Bianco, curated by Robert Storr, at the American Academy in Rome
(2015); Motopoétique, Musée d’art contemporain de Lyon (2014); BOOK MACHINE (PARIS),
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris (2013); Art and Press, Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin, ZKM Center
for Art and Media, Museum of Contemporary Art, Karlsruhe (2013). She has also participated
twice in the Venice Biennale, showing her work in the Belgian Pavilion (curated by Katerina Gregos) in 2015 and the Italian Pavilion (curated by Bartolomeo Pietromarchi) in 2013.

Wim Delvoye (b. 1965 in Wervik, Belgium) lives and works in Ghent, Belgium
Multiculturalism and artistic crossovers underlie the work of Wim Delvoye, who blends the local
and the global with incisive wit, mingling styles, genres and materials. He can be considered
both a Flemish primitive and a conceptual artist, an artisan and an imaginative provocateur, a
popular painter and a philosopher of art, a provincial and a citizen of the world. Reinterpreting
the concept of the readymade, Delvoye’s works juxtapose the image with the identity of its material support, yielding new objects that conjure up a series of associations and link together
artisan practices, popular traditions, historical references, artistic interpretations, economic consequences and social relations. The ambiguous nature of his pieces reflects the ambivalence of
today’s culture, which seeks a new harmony between the reality of the moment and the romantic
glorification of the past.
The contrast between objects and images that seem to have nothing to do with each other –
expressionist paintings on classical tapestries, circular saws and propane canisters decorated
like Delft ceramics, ironing boards adorned like shields or historic signs – creates a tension and
incessantly generates new meanings in his work.
In the works Indodiva (1991) and X Rub-se (1992) the artist decorates shovels, industrially manufactured objects and everyday tools with coats of arms, turning them into medieval halberds.
The title of the former is perhaps inspired by Cement Truck (which the artist was working on in
the Nineties), a cement truck sculpted in teak by the finest woodworkers in Indonesia – a country where the art of decorative carving, introduced by the Dutch in the seventeenth century, was
developed in Flemish Baroque style.
Wim Delvoye has exhibited his work since the early Nineties in galleries and institutions around
the world, with solo shows at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice (2009), BOZAR in
Brussels (2010), the Louvre in Paris (2012) and the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow (2014). His most recent group shows include: Palais des Beaux-Arts, Lille (2015, 2012);
Maisons Particulière, Brussels (2015); Jing’An Biennial, Shanghai (2014); San Francisco Art Institute (2014); Centre Pompidou, Paris (2014); La Maison Rouge, Paris (2013); Fundacio Caixa
Catalunya, Barcelona (2011); and Frankfurter Kunstverein, Frankfurt (2010).

Lara Favaretto (b. 1973 in Treviso, Italy) lives and works in Turin
Wear and tear is the guiding rule in many works by Lara Favaretto: the artist constantly explores
the end of things, the nature of conclusion, and the principle behind disappearance: “I create an
object that carries an argument to the breaking point, becoming alien because it is subjected to
a stress, to an acceleration of aging that allows me to lose control over it”. A prime example is
Gummo III (2008), one in a series of kinetic installations; the title is a reference to the Harmony
Korine film about the “disorientation” of a town’s inhabitants after it is struck by a terrible hurricane. The Gummo “paintings” are units made up of a metal surface placed against five carwash
brushes: two red, one yellow, one orange, and one white. The brushes, turned by a motor, spin
at different speeds and variable intervals.
The rollers polish the metal, but at the same time are worn away: they are doomed to decay.
But even as they fall victims to themselves, the brushes are creating something new: on the
plate behind them a shadow forms, an icon that is not directly generated by the artist but rather
results from a process that, once set in motion, leads independently to the ultimate completion
of the work.
Lara Favaretto sees these pieces as a new kind of “painting” that plays with dimension and colour, movement and speed. The visual impact is striking, the beauty of the colours catches the
eye; like the ephemeral decorations of the Baroque era, the theatrical element is wedded to allegory: the carwash rollers are spectacular “entertainment machines” which stir the air and break
the silence, inviting the viewer to interact, but at the same time showing their failure; the rollers
dissipate their productive energy in a movement that having lost its original function, leads them
to inexorable self-destruction.
Lara Favaretto graduated from the Accademia di Brera in Milan and then continued her studies
at the Fondazione Antonio Ratti in Como and Kingston University in London. She received a rapid
succession of awards starting in 2001, with the Premio Furla and a year-long fellowship at PS1 in
New York; in 2004 came a fellowship from the Friends of the Castello di Rivoli; and in 2005, the
Venice Biennale Young Italian Art Prize, for a video (La terra è troppo grande) that portrayed a
sort of magical celebration along the banks of a river. Then in 2011, the Premio Acacia. The artist
has taken part in many editions of the Venice Biennale, including this year’s; one should also
note her projects for Manifesta 10 (St. Petersburg, 2014), Documenta 13 (Kassel, 2013), MoMA
PS1 (New York, 2012), MAXXI (Rome, 2011), Hayward Gallery (London, 2010), and Tramway
Gallery in Glasgow (2009), where she showed the work Gummo III.

Paolo Grassino (b. 1967 in Turin) lives and works in Turin
“Sculpture without fiction” seems to be the underlying paradigm in the work and approach of
Paolo Grassino, who investigates the dimension and form of representation in its ethical status
between natural and artificial: “My practice is grounded in reflections on the condition of being,
the deceptive separation between inside and outside, the analogy between our inner and outer
selves. Dreaming, or rather, the irrational, illogical side of things, becomes a vehicle for dealing
with the issues of an objectivity that should not exist...” The inquiring gaze centres on sensory and perceptual elements: the material/language is the alphabet, dimension/volume/form in
constant and ongoing spatial dialogue with the viewer. The monumental installation Analgesia
presents these characteristics in the form of a primordial, yet futuristic scene: a pack of wild
dogs (wolves?) inhabits the carcasses of several old automobiles that could be the “ruins of a
catastrophic car accident” or relics of the human race. The geometrically patterned skin of the
components is a synthetic black sponge that outlines and sculpts the figure as if a digital pantograph had been used, or as if the form had come out of a three-dimensional printer: a seemingly sophisticated, industrial product, with an elegant texture that is “above all a quest to fully
recover the sense of manual skill”. This post-human, inhuman vision attracts and entrances us
with a seductive appearance, but repulses us by presenting a world completely detached from
any human element: a cyborg reality, imagined, conceived and created by humanity, but which
seems to replace the latter’s presence.
A version of Analgesia cast in aluminium was made for the Beaufort Triennial, on the beach of
Bredene - Ostend (2012).
Paolo Grassino studied in Turin (the cradle of Arte Povera) where he is still based today; active
on the art scene since 1990, he has shown his work over the years at many prestigious institutions in Italy and abroad. These exhibitions include a major solo show at GAM, Turin in 2000,
curated by Elena Volpato and another ten years later at the Castello di Rivalta. In 2008 he had
an exhibition curated by Lóránd Hegyi at the Musée d’Art Moderne de Saint-Etienne Métropole
and in 2011, at the MACRO in Rome; the same year, Grassino took part in the Fourth Moscow
Biennale and politely turned down an invitation to the 54th edition of the Venice Biennale. This
year he took part in Icastica (Arezzo) and presented Magazzinoscuro at MAC - Museo d’Arte
Contemporanea in Lissone.

Gregory Green (b. 1959 in Niagara Falls, NY) lives and works in Tampa, FL
Since the early 1980’s, Gregory Green has created multidisciplinary works and performances exploring systems of control and the evolution of individual and collective empowerment. Green’s
work considers the use of violence, alternatives to violence, and the accessibility of information
and technology as vehicles for social or political change.
Many of Green’s artistic investigations have focused on terrorism and the possibilities for sabotage of the physical infrastructure, and the ease in which individuals, armed with readily available information, can endanger the status quo.
Believing in passivism and organised non-participation as the ultimate forms of empowerment,
Green predicts that individuals and groups will increasingly employ alternative strategies in attempting to establish new social systems. His work can be read as a thesis on the success or
failure of resistance to established orders and societal mores: Green’s provocative works blur the
boundaries between art and activism, culture and social commentary.
In his art devices resembling bombs he wants to demonstrate the ready availability of bomb-making instruction on the Internet. Green’s objects make startling claims and evoke profound reactions despite trafficking firmly in the quotidian: the suitcase bomb consists of a Samsonite with
a satin interior where two pipe capped at each end are attached by red, black, and white wires
to an alkaline battery and a timer. Taken together, these household objects form one of the most
potent symbols of late-twentieth-century life: a terrorist’s bomb.
“The reason I started with the bomb work was to create a sense of conceptual terrorism. By not
knowing what it is and encountering it in a gallery you assume that you’re safe in a gallery. So
it has to be some sort of conceptual game. And terrorism if you break it down into its simplest,
basic parts, it’s really an event of extreme spectacle, that creates a form of media interest for
the perpetrators of those events to then make some sort of statement… The tools of my trade
are essentially anything you find in a hardware store or in a pharmacy or in a child’s toy store.
Most of the materials utilized for building the work that I’m building are very common basic materials, from plumbing materials to electrical materials to kitchen timers to basically anything…
anybody can do them.”
Suitcase Bomb #31 NY (1996) and Nuc.Dev.Ed. #3 (10 kilotons, Plutonium 239) (1997) are both
potentially functional: these works of art, pending the addition of just one ingredient — ranging
from semtex to plutonium — would become illegal bombs.
Gregory Green attended graduate school at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He worked
in New York City for 18 years and after moved to Florida to teach at University of South Florida,
Tampa, as Associate Professor and where he lives and continues his studio practice.
Gregory Green is internationally recognized for his challenging work and the numerous controversies it has spawned in the USA and Europe. With over thirty solo exhibitions and hundreds of
group exhibitions, Green has played a significant role in the contemporary art discourse of the
last twenty years. His work is included in major public and private collections, including among
others the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; Tate Gallery, London; Saatchi Gallery,
London; MoMA, New York; Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Mori Museum, Tokyo;
and his work is represented by numerous commercial galleries in Europe and the United States.

Peter Halley (b. 1953 in New York, NY) lives and works in New York
Peter Halley is a realist who expresses himself through geometric abstraction. Inspired by Mondrian and Malevich, Halley is the conceptual founder of a new form of abstraction in painting,
Neo-Geometric Conceptualism, which runs counter to the contemporary neo-expressionist trend.
Deeply fascinated with the urban world, with the geometric nature of its landscape and architecture of streets and skyscrapers, which he perceives as detached, alienating and impersonal, he
tries to bring these elements into a minimalist, objective reflection on painting.
Snap (1996) is one of the famous paintings he has been making since 1981, composed of “cells”
that resemble large circuit boards. As the artist explains, they express an ordering that pervades
our entire world, “the omnipresent unfolding of geometric structures in the city”. In his works we
therefore find suggestions of the ideas that populate our era: the geometric nature of the urban
grid, its electricity, water, gas, and lines of communication, the conduits that are almost always
hidden from view, brought to the surface to represent the connections and networks of our daily
lives and at the same time, the unnatural regimentation of human movement. This geometrization of space is mirrored by a geometrization of thought, relations and art, a hypermodernism
that is both closure and circulation: the mechanized forms reveal a prison in which movement is
always channelled and controlled.
To represent this condition, Halley chooses industrial colours and materials, Day-Glo and Rolla-Tex paints, alien in their fluorescence, synthetic substances usually employed in construction
rather than in traditional painting.
Peter Halley has a BA from Yale University and an MFA from the University of New Orleans. His
works have been shown in many exhibitions since 1984, and Halley has had solo shows at Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid (1991); Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (1991);
Dallas Museum of Art (1993); MoMA, New York (1997); and Musée d’Art Moderne Saint-Étienne
Métropole (2014). His most recent group shows include: Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth
(2014); San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (2012); Venice Biennale (2011); Broad Contemporary Art Museum at LACMA, Los Angeles (2010); and the Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York (2009).

Kent Henricksen (b. 1974, New Haven, CT) lives and works in New York
Combining contrasting elements – past and present, horror and absurdity, comedy and tragedy,
high and low culture – and extrapolating subjects from many sources (history books, old papers,
esoteric Hindu texts, children’s books...) Kent Henricksen explores a wide range of transcultural
archetypes, with a particular focus on race, gender, power, and conflict. Using fabrics printed
with classic pastoral scenes in the style of French Rococo, the bucolic, comforting tableaux of
Boucher and Fragonard, the artist embroiders hoods and masks that allow for many possible interpretations (from violence to ghosts, bondage or S/M practices to terrorism) revealing a darker
side to this idyllic imagery. The power of Henricksen’s work lies in its open-ended nature and the
“ambiguity” of its subjects and material: it is not painting, drawing, embroidery, or sculpture,
but all these things at once.
Edge of Town (2006), made using various materials (ink, acrylic, gold leaf, wire) on familiar,
mass-produced printed fabric, is the first of Henricksen’s works to incorporate text. In juxtaposition with this specific image – a native man torn to pieces by wild dogs as white men look on
with indifference – the words “Here in the road was lying a dead body, mangled and scalped,
which the dogs were eating” intensifies a scene that is disturbing even on its own. Both the text
and the image come from a copy of American Heritage from the late Fifties. The artist often employs violent imagery related to cultural conflicts, in many cases between Native Americans and
the first colonists; inspired by the Theatre of Cruelty, he combines separate texts and images
to create a new certainty, a new vision that blends real events with the volatility of perception.
Kent Henricksen holds a BFA in English from the University of Colorado at Boulder. He has exhibited in many institutions and venues in New York (NYC Parks, 2013; Contemporary Gallery
of Nassau County Museum of Art, 2011; CAM – Chelsea Art Museum, 2008; P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, 2006) and elsewhere (Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design, 2013; Musee de
Pully, 2011; Collezione Maramotti, 2009 and 2012; Hirshhorn Museum, Washington D.C., 2008;
Sammlung Südhausbau, Munich, 2007).

Matthew Day Jackson (b. 1974 in Panorama City, CA) lives and works in Brooklyn
Inspired by Russian Constructivism, Matthew Day Jackson is a different kind of young pioneer
who turns “frontier symbolism” to political ends. His recent works take some of the most legendary icons from US history as their point of departure. Interested in what the American past still
brings into the current socio-political sphere and how it can shape the future, Jackson develops
his works around found objects and natural materials that suggest a “historical narrative” of the
image, tracing new paths. His works are composed from a wide range of materials, both natural
and artificial, which are often recycled scraps or industrial waste.
Cult of Death (2007) was shown for the first time in the exhibition Terranaut (2008), in which the
artist explored the fundamental themes of death, faith and transcendence, illuminating a sense
of lived purgatory. Specifically, this work refers to the mass suicide in Jonestown (the informal
name for the “Peoples Temple Agricultural Project”) in 1978, when over 900 American citizens
lost their lives to poison in Guyana. The event naturally had a strong impact in the United States
and was widely covered by photographers and by the media, who coined and spread the expression “cult of death”.
In Jackson’s work, the concept of death is tied to an emphasis on creativity as a life force: art
serves a redemptive function, and the works offer a material and spiritual possibility of transcendence. Even the use of materials found in the garbage or on industrial scrap piles becomes,
for the artist, an ethical act that regenerates objects, bringing them back to life.
Matthew Day Jackson has an MFA from the Mason Gross School of Arts, Rutgers University, and
an NHRA License from Frank Hawley’s Drag Racing School. His most recent solo exhibitions include: Savannah College of Art and Design Atlanta (2015); ZKM Museum of Contemporary Art,
Karlsruhe (2013); MAMBo, Bologna (2011). His works have been shown in group exhibitions
at venues such as Kunstmuseum Luzern (2015), the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (2014), Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The Hague (2013) and David Roberts Art Foundation, London (2012).

Kaarina Kaikkonen (b. 1952 in Lisalmi, Finland) lives and works in Helsinki
In Kaarina Kaikkonen’s work, mass-produced garments – ordinary, even discarded products –
become key catalysts for memories and energies, generating stories and narratives. Since 1987
the artist has employed men’s jackets, often purchased at flea markets or second-hand shops:
traditional styles, chosen for their colour and cut and used to create evocative compositions and
large-scale installations. The choice of jackets as a means of expression is tied to the artist’s loss
of her father at a young age, when wearing his clothes offered a way to somehow prolong his
presence. Over the years, the artistic manipulation of these industrial textile products has been a
sort of cathartic act that leads to a broader reflection on separation and loss. In these works life
and death, presence and absence are inseparably intertwined, conjuring up a sense of transience
that is also often evoked by the titles (From Generation to Generation, Departure, Path, Journey
Home, Towards Light, etc.).
For the artist, each installation is both a self-portrait and group portrait. From Generation to
Generation is a metaphor for life. We carry history within us, and the past becomes part of us.
The shape of the sculpture evokes a prehistoric animal.
Kaarina Kaikkonen studied at the Finnish Academy of Fine Arts and has exhibited in many galleries and museums in Finland and abroad. Her projects have been housed in some of the world’s
most important squares and public spaces. Her most recent solo shows include: Wäinö Aaltonen
Museum of Art, Turku (2014); Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes Parque Forestal and Museo de la
memoria y los Derechos Humanos, Santiago (2013); MAXXI, Rome (2012); and Collezione Maramotti, Reggio Emilia (2012). The works in the Maramotti Collection have been presented at K11
Art Space, Shanghai (2013) and Maison Particulière, Brussels (2012).

Krištof Kintera (b. 1973 in Prague) lives and works in Prague
The work of this young Czech artist is grounded in a language that combines sly irreverence with
trenchant social and political criticism. He employs a lexicon drawn directly from everyday life,
in a neo-Pop reinterpretation – also indebted to Duchamp’s readymades – of ordinary objects
that severs them from their original function: brightly coloured bags from famous supermarket
chains that are left in the exhibition space as part of the series I am sick of it all! (2003), or
playfully bent streetlights, or small garden forks used as prehensile hands to catch a careening
tennis ball in Oh, No! (2012). Kintera’s works have no captions, make no comment, contemplate
no exegesis: the explicit language of the world around us is a tool of critique all by itself, and it
is only the ambiguity of its aesthetic/artistic reinterpretation that becomes revelatory, bringing
a smile to the bitter face of Reality.
In Small Factory (Personal Industries L.t.d.) (2009), the artist turns a tiny manufacturing plant –
charming in its scale and with a gleaming chrome finish – into home decor. Set on a cheap, worn
carpet, it exudes pernicious fumes from a tall smokestack, polluting the whole environment.
Kintera’s extraordinary ability to conjure up a mood through the aesthetic tactic of decontextualization once again achieves a powerful effect: the amusement of miniaturization and homey
familiarity of the setting cannot make up for the anxiety caused by the presence of the “toxic
cloud”. “I wanted to bring the aspect of industry into our living room. By changing the scale of
a very symbolic element of industry and making a strange, almost perverted ornament for a
hypothetic or concrete living room. Everything is ok, factories are working, but pollution is in the
house. And smoke! Such a sculpture!”
Kintera studied in Prague and at the Rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunsten in Amsterdam (2002
– 2003); in 1996 he received an award from the Soros Center for Contemporary Arts in Bratislava, and in 2005 won first prize at the Prague Biennale. The artist began showing his work in
innumerable exhibitions in the early Nineties, also presenting performance projects with Jednotka/Unit, the most recent being Talkmen (2002). He has participated in Artissima 14 (Turin,
2007) and in the group shows All Creatures Great and Small, Zacheta National Gallery (Warsaw,
2009); Oh, Plasticksack!, Gewerbemuseum (Winterthur, 2012); Le Paradis et l’Enfer: Des tapis
volants aux drones, Fondation Boghossian (Brussels, 2015). The work on view was shown in the
solo exhibition I am not you at the Museum Tinguely (Basel, 2014), and also loaned to Kunsthal
Rotterdam for the exhibition Your Light is My Life (2015).

Annette Lemieux (b. 1957 in Norfolk, VA) lives and works in Boston
Annette Lemieux, though her background is in painting, has decided to focus on reusing pre-existing objects and images that she selects and puts into new contexts and combinations, yielding
unpredictable new meanings and interpretations (derived from art history, political history, biography and personal experience). The result is an open-ended metaphor that eludes definition.
Lemieux works with a wide range of media and materials: painting, photography, collage, and
sculpture, using images from magazines, publications and films, and focusing above all on America’s culture and lifestyle, which is critically examined as a recurring theme in her work. Her projects investigate the difference between the real and the imaginary, underscoring the loss and
pain caused by destruction: her constant allusions to war take a clear stance against the blood
tithe it demands from humanity.
The Earth’s globe often appears in her works: in Motherland (1993), its two flattened hemispheres take on new connotations, evoking gears, or the wheels of a vehicle, but also a woman’s
bosom (hence the title). “The two vertical rectilinear shapes connecting to these ‘breast’ referred
to the connecting rods that are attached to the wheels of a locomotive. In the end the connecting
rods became straps for a woman’s undergarment. A bra – Motherland” (Lemieux). The metal
panels may refer to lush, fertile land, to nutriment, to power, to female strength, or to military
machinery. This piece, like all of Lemieux’s work, remains open: the collision between different
references and ideas render it complex, eternally capable of revealing new meanings.
Annette Lemieux holds a BFA from Hartford Art School and has received various awards and fellowships, including the Alumni Anchor Award from Hartford University (2011) and the New England Art Award (2012). Her most recent solo shows have been housed in the Carpenter Center at
Harvard University (2012) and the Krannert Art Museum in Champaign (2010). Her many group
shows include: Fisher Landau Center for Art, Long Island City (2012, 2011); ICA, Boston (2011);
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York (2011); Fotomuseum, Winterthur (2009, 2008);
and Collezione Maramotti, Reggio Emilia (2007).

Nuvolo (Giorgio Ascani), Città di Castello, Italy, 1926 – 2008
Nuvolo’s long, rich artistic career began in the post-war period, as he moved between Umbria
and Rome and forged ties with a group of artists who went down in history: Burri, Cagli, Colla,
as well as the great poet Emilio Villa. But as some noted, he “proved capable of preserving his
independence, though sharing the urge to make a kind of art that is no longer a slave to the
paintbrush”. Nuvolo’s work brings together a range of interests that kept him active in various
fields of investigation, with “scientific curiosity, artisan skill and vivid pictorial imagination”: an
intentional reference to his silkscreen works, with the first Serotipie series dating from 1952. The
late Fifties yielded the Cuciti a macchina (1958 – 1963), which “spontaneously tune into a material wavelength of language that includes bark (Schumacher, Crippa), sacking and rags (Burri,
Millares), wire mesh (Rivera, Lippold), upholstery fabric (Baj), corroded rolling shutters (Chamberlain, César), overlapping sheets sewn together (Scarpitta, Nuvolo), scraps of cloth sewn to
metal frameworks (Bontecou)”. His Cuciti, like the one in this exhibition (Senza Titolo,1958),
also grew out of a newfound domestic intimacy (in 1956 he married Liana Baracchi, who brought
a Vigorelli sewing machine into the studio), which itself became tied to a deep inquiry into the
roots of artistic representation, grounded in archaic folk traditions that were in some sense proto-industrial. The work shown here is “gifted with compositional immediacy: a collage of fabrics
sewn together, some in readymade colours, and others painted by the artist himself, with an
extremely simple construction”. In this period he also undertook the Bianchi collages and Daini
series, which express the poetic undercurrent that accompanied Nuvolo’s work throughout his
life, constantly transforming the structures of visual language connected to “thinking in colour”.
Nuvolo’s career was a long one, and much of it received little critical acknowledgement at the
time; his first exhibitions were connected to the Origine group and the Milanese Spatialists. In
1957 and 1958, he exhibited his work at Plinio de Martiis’ Galleria La Tartaruga, obtaining his first
success: Peggy Guggenheim bought several important works that would go to various American
museums and to her house in Venice. In the Sixties he continued to explore screen-printing,
achieving an increasingly sophisticated depth of language that can be seen in his Oigroig or
Modulari series, all the way to his Aftermandelbrot in the late Eighties. His first retrospective was
held in Città di Castello in 1993 to celebrate forty years of work, and was followed in 2005 by
another, also in the town of his birth, curated by Bruno Corà.

Carl Ostendarp (b. 1961 in Amherst, MA) lives and works in Ithaca, NY
Carl Ostendarp’s practice reflects on some of the great moments in twentieth-century art history,
mingling abstraction with Pop: from Duchamp’s readymades, to Albers’ abstract paintings, all
the way to Warhol. Ostendarp’s work can be called “conceptual” because in abstracting the form,
he stakes out the painting process as the defining arena of the work. His painting is all about
“building up”, with early large monochromes seeming to centre on the gravity created by the
“blob” of matter, a foam resin applied to the canvas and painted with acrylics.
Ostendarp’s textural blots seem to be blown-up details of a graphic/painterly pattern directly
lifted from his comic book prints of the 1980s and ’90s (in some cases, featuring the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles).
In Constancy to an Ideal Object (1991) the large black glob of urethane (a foam often used to
pad mattresses) is set by itself in a monochrome field, marked out by contrasting pink stripes: a
concise framing of primary values, drawn from Barnett Newman, Brice Marden, and the powerful
foam works of Lynda Benglis. The large blot conveys all kinds of questions about the vitality of
painting, with an almost existential restlessness.
Carl Ostendarp studied at Boston University and the Yale School of Art, and is now on the faculty
of Cornell University; he has had a vast number of exhibitions since the late Eighties, primarily
in New York and Los Angeles, and continuing to this day in Europe as well: Museum für Moderne
Kunst, Frankfurt and Ludwig Museum, Cologne (2007), Tate St. Ives (2011), and Elizabeth Dee’s
major retrospective Carl Ostendarp 1989 - 2007, New York (2007).

Laure Prouvost (b. 1978 in Croix-Lille, France) lives and works in London
The work of Laure Prouvost – which combines videos, paintings, sound installations, and readymades – employs some aspects tied to the narrative tradition of film, but inserts elements taken
out of context, comments and images that introduce an ironic, dreamlike, almost surreal dimension of visual experience, leading the viewer to reflect on the boundary between reality and
subjective perception.
As a French citizen living in the UK, the artist is familiar with the problems and opportunities that
a foreign language brings. Yet language is the backbone of her work: it appears both in written
and in spoken form, using the artist’s own voice.
The theme of language as an exploration and discovery of foreign countries and cultures is
also investigated, with different results, in the project Farfromwords: car mirrors eat raspberries when swimming through the sun, to swallow sweet smells, made during her residency in
Italy after winning the Max Mara Art Prize for Women. This major installation, presented at the
Whitechapel Gallery and Collezione Maramotti in 2013, is inspired by the aesthetics and pleasures of Italy, offering a very personal take on the Grand Tour. The film Swallow, the central piece
in the show, follows the rhythm of a large mouth breathing in and out, with an alternation of vividly idyllic and sensual visions, full of reverberating light: blue skies with white clouds travelling
across them, gusts of wind and birds in flight, ice cream cones, embraces and caresses, fresh
grass, springs, fountains, flowers unfurling and ripe raspberries.
The work shown here, car mirror eat raspberries (2013), belongs to a series of elements presented alongside the main project, in which rear-view mirrors from scooters (a classic example
of industrial manufacturing) become a tool for amplifying the gaze, conveying echoes of the
artist’s forays into Rome to explore the city’s pleasures. The mirrors, set on irregular slabs of
artificial materials, lean towards the visitor offering juicy raspberries, to stimulate all the senses
during the viewing.
Laure Prouvost studied at Central St Martins and Goldsmiths College in London. In 2011-2013
she won the Max Mara Art Prize for Women, organized in collaboration with the Whitechapel
Gallery, and she received the Turner Prize in 2013. Her work has been presented in leading
institutions in Britain and around the world. Her most prestigious solo shows include: Neuer
Berliner Kunstverein, Berlin (2014); ICA Touring, UK (2014); New Museum, New York (2013);
Collezione Maramotti, Reggio Emilia (2013); Whitechapel Gallery, London (2013); Tate Britain,
London (2013, 2010); Contemporary Art Society, London (2013); Frieze Art Fair, London (2011,
2010). Among her many group shows one could list: Farenheit, Los Angeles (2014); Hartware
MedienKunstverein (HMKV), Dortmund (2013); KAI 10 Arthena Foundation, Düsseldorf (2012);
SculptureCenter, New York (2011); David Roberts Art Foundation, London (2010).

Tom Sachs (b. 1966 in New York) lives and works in New York
Since his earliest works in the Eighties, this artist has always been attracted by contrasts: in
society as in art, in the process of constructing the work as in the interpretation of the contemporary world. Sachs’s approach is that of a “bricoleur who, surrounded by a universe of objects that
have no life or identity because they are everywhere, undertakes to construct his own context
of tools”. He studies Brancusi, looks to Marcel Duchamp, tips his hat to Jeff Koons, eyes Joseph
Beuys… and his provocative works borrow from contemporary society in order to cite it, mock it,
and boycott it, only apparently absorbing its methods and characteristics. His pieces explore the
consumerism of Western society and the fascism of its customs, as depicted in the “scandalous”
Hello Kitty Nativity (1994) and Prada Deathcamp (1998).
To construct his works, Sachs primarily relies on hobby and DIY materials which are used to recreate or modify household objects or symbols of consumerism, even recognizable masterpieces
from the history of art and architecture: like the Hello Kitty bags and mainstream icons of the
globalized world, as well as guns, a dramatic presence in the contemporary American home.
It is a constant, obsessive appropriation and deconstruction of the objecthood of our age, laid
bare by an intelligent and merciless critical sense of humour that he applies even to his own
work: “During the show Creativity Is the Enemy in Chelsea someone was selling miniature counterfeits of my works right in front of the gallery. I felt honoured”.
Hello Kitty 20th Anniversary Model (1996) celebrates the anniversary of “Miss Kitty Smith”, the
cheerful heroine invented by Yuko Shimizu in 1974, copyrighted and put into production in 1976.
This legendary character, a brand that brings in a billion dollars a year, is dangling like a dainty
bauble from the stock of a sawed-off shotgun, which is crudely fashioned and probably functional. The novelty/weapon is made up and laid out for our viewing as an emblem of the everyday
art of militarized consumption, the vulgarization and commercialization of violence.
Since the early Nineties, the work of American sculptor and architect Tom Sachs has received
increasing attention both in the US and in Europe: Cultural Prosthetics at Morris-Healy Gallery
(New York 1995), Tom Sachs at Gian Enzo Sperone (Rome 1997) and Haute Bricolage at Mary
Boone (New York 1999). In 2006 he had a survey exhibition at Fondazione Prada in Milan and in
2010 took part in the Architecture Biennale in Venice with a project on Le Corbusier. One should
also note his Barbie Slave Ship for the Biennale de Lyon in 2013; this year brings a major show
in Austin, Tom Sachs: Boombox Retrospective 1999 – 2015.

Vincent Szarek (b. 1973 in Westerly, RI) lives and works in Los Angeles
Vincent Szarek’s sculptural paintings or painterly sculptures, made with materials usually associated with industrial manufacturing, defy simple classification. The artist manages to effectively
juxtapose different visual languages taken from art, religion, and popular culture. His works
blend together hypersensory shapes and colours inspired by Sixties psychedelia, the patterns of
a kaleidoscope, the primary structures of minimalism, the dynamic lines of a futuristic car, the
shrewdness of a great Pop object.
In the wall sculpture Amorphous and Fumed (2006), minimalism, mysticism and car culture collide in a spectacular fashion. This lucid, detailed work has the muscular curves and shimmering
design of a bespoke sports car. The title evokes the production process: fumed amorphous silica
is a thickening agent added to urethane resin, the primary material used to produce fibreglass.
Despite its high-tech industrial appearance, the work, like all of Szarek’s pieces, was entirely
crafted in the studio, combining two methods that are worlds apart in technological terms: the
fibreglass is hand-cast, like bronze, in a sculpted mould, while the paint is applied with a sprayer
and airbrush.
The heptagonal shape is clean and minimalist, and the sophisticated curved design makes it
resemble Art Nouveau, while the round, wavy form, the twisting, spiralling motifs in different
shades of blue and turquoise, evoke a mandala, an object for meditation.
Vincent Szarek holds a BFA from the Rhode Island School of Design. His works have been shown
in galleries and museums around the world, such as LAND, Los Angeles (2013); ZKM, Karlsruhe
(2011); MoCA, Tucson (2011); Albertina Museum, Vienna (2010); Magasin-Centre National d’Art
Contemporain, Grenoble (2009); and Singapore Art Museum (2008).

Andrea Zittel (b. 1965 in Escondido, CA) lives and works in Joshua Tree, CA
After designing her first A-Z Living Unit, in 1991 Andrea Zittel founded A-Z Enterprise, the
framing project in which she operates, taking on all kinds of different roles: painter, sculptor,
architect, sociologist, photographer, carpenter, building contractor, seamstress, graphic designer,
fashion designer, business manager, anthropologist and nutritionist, working to eliminate any
division between art and life.
As Zittel sees it, an infinite range of possible alternatives normally lie hidden in the cracks of
everyday life, hence her choice to move into the desert, escaping conventional restrictions, to
create a new dimension and different models of living.
In 1999, the artist bought a large piece of land and a house in the California desert, near Joshua
Tree National Park. Fuelled by a pioneering, frontier spirit, the artist called her new space A-Z
West and transformed it into an open-air workshop, an extreme setting in which to explore the
deeper meaning of the word “freedom” and examine the desires, needs and dysfunctions of the
contemporary world, in which art takes on a social function.
Her first “Wagon Stations” were made in 2003, the same year as the work in this exhibition, A-Z
Wagon Station customized by Hal McFeely. Their shape evokes a Conestoga wagon (the iconic
vehicle used to conquer the West) but also a car trunk. Conceived as annexes to a house – they
have no wheels – the A-Z Wagon Stations nevertheless serve a nomadic function: they can be
broken down into five components and easily transported to a new site, they sidestep bureaucratic restrictions, and they allow you to live anywhere in complete independence.
The artist personally tested this artwork/shelter and then offered it as housing to her friends and
associates; some units have been customized by the people who lived there. In this case Hal
McFeely, the artist’s assistant, replaced the structure’s steel walls with wooden panels, including
some taken from ammunition crates. “Working with Andrea Zittel brought out my desire to reuse materials in a radical way. When I got the chance to customize my Wagon Station, I felt the
need to explore government wastefulness, including the war in Iraq” (Hal McFeely). We therefore
find the scraps of a spendthrift administration which tried to export democracy in the form of
bullets and bombs. These discarded materials, gleaned from the garbage of a military base near
Twentynine Palms, cover the skeleton of the Wagon Station. The other objects that round out the
composition – sand, a wheel, empty cans, munitions, etc. – were collected in Morongo Valley.
The work, taken out of the context of its practical use, is completed by a projection of the DVD
Small Liberties, which documents the freedoms granted by Andrea Zittel’s mobile structures.
Andrea Zittel has a BFA in Painting/Sculpture from San Diego State University and an MFA in
Sculpture from the Rhode Island School of Design. Her most recent solo shows include: Nevada
Museum of Art, Reno (2014); Denver GSA Federal Center (2014); and Magasin 3, Stockholm
(2011). Her works have also been featured in many group shows, such as: Kunsthalle Bielefeld
(2013); Fondazione Merz, Turin (2013); Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin (2013);
Museum of Contemporary Art, North Miami (2013); Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego
(2012); and MoMA, New York (2011).

